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结构类型：图文写实(与暑期作文:冷漠和谐社会等同) 内容类

型：人与自然 内容基调：批判(城市的盲目建设所导致的自然

自源的破坏) 注：领航学员在掌握此文的前提下务必对暑期大

作文－诚信的内容全方位把握。 As is betrayed in the picture, a

lady and a gentleman are watching an artificial scene on the top of a

building, with numerous tower blocks surrounding it. Much as it is

simple, the drawing sets us sinking in. Accordingly, what this

far-reaching picture conveys lends support to illustrate the fact that

too many man-made projects such as skyscrapers have excessively

been built, whereas too much natural resources including afforested

land has been exhausted appallingly. It can be safely , therefore, said

that the blind actions and activities of human beings in the urban

development should be checked ,with nowadays values of scientific

development echoed vigorously . why does this capture our

attention? several points analyzed below might help us gain an insight

into the dramatic change to which we have been qualified to bear

witness. To begin with, over the past decades, much arable land has

been destroyed in the rush for rapid urban development. Such blind

development has damaged the natural balance to the point where

people only live in a box of lifeless cement and steel. What is more,

most people still lack the concept of scientific development. Some

urban planners and designers focus their attention simply on their



immediate interests and problems ,which has? in turn degraded

wretchedly the quality of our living environment. As many famous

ecologists point out that a cluster of high-rise buildings in a city often

overburden living capacities, which once could afford to residents

enough. Consequently , no issue in china is as basic to give an

expression to inherent spirit of scientific development as restraint

unbridled urban development. Judging from what has been argued

above, people have come to realize the harms arising from

indiscriminate development has been, like the Pandora’s box, the

crippling force of following the values of scientific development. It is

, therefore, necessary that some effective steps be made to lay much

emphasis on the harms from blind development at the expense of the

balance of eco-system . For one thing, the government should make

law to channel construction to the track of values of scientific

development , for, if not, our descendants would be thrown into

unexpected crises. For another, people should enhance the

awareness that environmental problems can not be separated from

those of human welfare and from the process of economic

development in general. Only by undergoing these measures, can we

make our society, where birds are singing and flowers are giving forth

their fragrance here and there, appeal to everyone. 


